INTRODUCTION	iii
Austronesian group which also possess suffixes besides
prefixes and infixes.
Sten Kcnow (Linguistic Survey, IV, p- 11) established
the relation between the Munrla and the Mon-Khmer
groups on phonological grounds. " Both families possess/'
he says, " aspirated hard and soft letters. Both avoid
beginning a word with more than one consonant. The most
characteristic feature in Munda phonology are the so-called
semi-consonants : &', c&'9 t'9 p'. They are formed in the
mouth in the same way as the corresponding hard conso-
nants k, ch, t, p, but the sound is checked and the breath
does not touch the organs of speech in passing out. The
sound often makes the impression of being nasalised and we
therefore find writings, such as tn9 or dn instead of tr; pm,
or dm instead of p'; and so forth. Some corresponding
sounds exist in Sakei and connected languages. In the Mon-
Khmer forms of speech final consonants are, as a general
rule, shortened in various ways. Similarly in Cham final
&, t, p, k are not pronounced and their enunciation is at
last checked so that only a good observer can decide which
sound is intended." As to the formation of words in both
the groups Sten Konow noticed only a few characteristics,
but it was Schmidt again who proved that the system of
the formation of words with the help of prefixes and infixes
is identical in both the groups.
In these two groups of languages (Mun<Ja and other
Mon-Khmer groups) all consonants that they possess with
the exception of ny ft, y> and w can serve as simple prefixes,
and, as in the most of the Mon-Khmer languages, a second
degree of prefixatron by insertion of a nasal (t^, tfL, /», n)
or a liquid (r [ £?]) between the prefix and the root may
take place. Some of the infixes used are identical in both
the families as regards their form as well as their
function,

